


Executive summary

This report presents a technique that was developed and validated in the field during 

the RESSEEPE project (FP7). The technique allows to estimate the change of the U value 

of a retrofitted shell element. The change of the U value is directly linked to the factual 

retrofit impact.

Various such element retrofits were carried out during the RESSEEPE project so the 

methods was validated in a good number of cases. 

The method is based on remote, real time, infrared (IR) scanning of just one surface 

temperature of the element before and after the retrofit. Besides the element surface 

temperatures, both the indoor as well as the outdoor, are also required.  

The method is very easily and remotely set up and is completely non intrusive. In all 

fieldwork cases  a campaign duration of one week before and after the retrofit  

appeared to be adequate to reach a result. Also, the method is not affected by the 

season of the year where the data were collected

This makes it promising for delivery via a cost efficient leasing model. The module(s) 

are installed and set up, measurements are taken for a week before and after the retrofit 

and then they are decommissioned and returned to the service provider.
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What it is and what it requires

UVA allows a factual, fast, non intrusive and cost efficient assessment of the U value 

change of a shell element during a retrofit.

UVA is based on a few simple wireless sensor readings like indoor and outdoor 

temperature, air speed as well as remote, IR based, wall temperature. “Wall” refers

here to the non retrofitted wall. Thus, if the retrofit was external one need meter the 

internal wall; and vice versa.

For the UVA to work one will require the following wireless modules.

 An IRSENSE module to scan the temperature of the non retrofitted wall. Thus, if 

the external wall was retrofitted then the IRSENSE must scan the internal wall, and

vice versa.

 An ENVSENSE module reporting the indoor temperature; this, as will be explained 

in the paragraph below, in some cases may be skipped

 Hourly, outdoor temperature data collected either from a weather service or 

sourced from a ENVSENSE-W (waterproof) module installed outside

In the case of a glazing retrofit it is advisable to restrict the measurements to the 

night hours alone. This is done to avoid complex sunlight interaction phenomena and 

isolate the U value change from g value considerations.
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How it works? 

Typically U value requires the installation of a flux meter, as shown in the figure on the 

left. This can be tedious and intrusive. The UVA method is a non contact, non intrusive 

method, as shown in the figure on the right (from Terrassa hospital, Spain). The principle

is shown on the figure below.

The U value change assessment 

based on IR surface temperature 

scanning

Although in this case the IRSENSE module was fitted on a base, this is not a true 

requirement. The module can in general be placed in a very flexible way, either adjacent 

to the wall or in a good distance from it. There are of course some installation guidelines 

which are however very easy to observe.
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NOTE! The IR module can also measure ambient temperature that is also required for the

method to work. Thus, if it is placed close to the wall the ambient temperature it will 

report will not be valid; it is therefore suggested to place the IRSENSE module far from 

the wall, at a location where the ambient temperature will be representative of the 

space air temperature. If done so, then you will skip the requirement for a  separate 

ENVSENSE module to scan the space ambient temperature.

An installation base will be however required only if one wishes to scan several wall 

element points. A servo controlled base is then available on which the module can be 

fitted and scan several points, in sequence. 

In the data collection presented below we used only one point scans.

The full scientific aspects of the UVA may be found online at: 10.4236/ojee.2015.42003. 
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What is costs?

The UVA instrumentation needs not be purchased; it can be made available over a cost 

efficient leasing scheme. It can be remotely and very easily set up  as a wireless sensor 

network reporting to a WT dashboard. A weekly before/ after data collection scheme is 

adequate. After that the equipment can be returned to the WT provider who will send 

you your UVA report.

Everything is installed and removed with no intrusion. Obviously, if you so wish, you may

keep the monitoring system in place. You may even expand it to make it report (in the 

real time) also on other building parameters (energy, flow, CO2, water temperature, etc.)

of interest to you. You can see examples of such monitoring dashboards in 
www.wirelessthings.biz/  gerakas
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Field validation 

The method was validate is several places across the EU. Follows below a short summary.

A more detailed and scientific analysis of the data collected is available on line at 

1. Hospital Terrassa, SPAIN, high efficiency windows

Retrofit type: Installation of high efficiency windows with aluminum frame and double-

pane glass. 

Retrofit works: The last two weeks of July 2015

In this case we will not report the U value change;

instead, in the figure below, we will show how 

the fluctuation of the wall temperature was 

reduced after the retrofit.  

See how larger is the wall temperature 

fluctuation before the retrofit (first two weeks of 

July) and after it (August). Although the U value 

change is not equal to this reduction it is 

nevertheless closely related to it. Therefore, this 

figure provides some clear visualization of the UVA method.
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2. Hospital Terrassa,  SPAIN, insulating panels EPS-G

Retrofit type: Installation of the insulating panels  (provider Grupo Puma)

Retrofit works: Between 01.11.2015 and 15.06.2016

Measurement data

PRE-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

09.2015 

(days 2-8)

25,33 24,18 1,15

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

25,33 20,07 5,26

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,22

PRE-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

12.2015 22,94 21,76 1,18

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]
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(days 2-8) 22,94 14,2 8,74

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,14

PRE-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

01.2016 

(days 02-08)

22,92 21,91 1,01

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

22,92 12,97 9,95

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,1

POST-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

09.2016 

(days 07-13)

24,63 26,48 -0,05

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

24,63 24,31 2,12

U value  ~  D1/ D2 ~0,00

POST-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

09.2016 

(days 14-20)

23,4 23,38 0,02

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

23,4 19,94 2,12

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,01

POST-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

09.2016 

(days 21-26)

25,15 24,86 0,29

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

25,15 20,67 4,48

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,06
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Results

 U values before the retrofit regardless of weather range are analogous to 

◦ 0,22 – 0,14 -  0,10

 After the retrofit they are sharply reduced to analogous to

◦ 0.00 – 0.01 – 0.06

The reduction of the U value due to the retrofit of the particular shell element is 

safely estimated above 50% extending possible to 70%
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3. Coventry University, John Laing building, UK, VIP panels

Retrofit type: Installation of VIP (vacuum insulated panels, provider VatuTec). These 

consist of a core material and a foil envelope. The core of the plate is evacuated and 

determines the thickness of the plate. Coil envelope is keeping the vacuum inside and 

avoids gas and moisture permeation into the core as long as possible. 

Retrofit works:  Between April and May 2016

Measurement data

PRE-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

07.2015 

(days 02-08)

24,46 23,16 1,3

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

24,46 17,07 7,39

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,18

PRE-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

10.2015 

(days 02-08)

20,52 18,48 2,04

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

20,52 12,5 8,02

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,25
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PRE-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

01.2016 

(days 02-08)

19,76 17,89 1,87

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

19,76 5,75 14,01

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,13

PRE-RETROFIT [4] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

03.2016 

(days 02-08)

18,84 16,54 2,3

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

18,84 3,78 15,06

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,15

POST-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

10.2016 

(days 08-14)

24,06 24,44 ~0

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

24,06 10,31 13,37

U value  ~  D1/ D2 ~0,00 

POST-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

11.2016 

(days 22-30)

20,25 18,87 1,38

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

20,25 4,84 15,41

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,09

Note: The outdoor temperature were not metered; they were obtained from the Coventry 

weather station
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Results

 U values before the retrofit regardless of weather range are analogous to 

◦ 0,18 – 0,25 -  0,13 – 0,15

 After the retrofit they are sharply reduced to analogous to

◦ 0,00 – 0,09 

The reduction of the U value due to the retrofit of the particular shell element is 

safely estimated above 40% extending possibly to 60%
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4. Coventry University, John Laing building, UK, aerogel based mortar

Retrofit type: Installation of aerogel based mortar (provider: Grupo Puma)

Retrofit works:  May 2016

Measurement data

PRE-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

01.2016 

(days 02-08)

14,15 13,21 0,94

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

14,15 5,76 8,39

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,11

PRE-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

02.2016 

(days 09-15)

14,41 13,97 0,44

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

14,41 3,52 10,89

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0.04

PRE-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

04.2016 18,43 17,65 0,78

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]
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(days 01-07) 18,43 7,63 10,8

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0.07 

POST-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

08.2016 

(days 08-14)

18,78 18,5 0,28

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

18,78 10,31 8,47

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,03

POST-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

11.2016 

(days 22-30)

16,85 16,55 0,3

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

16,85 4,84 12,01

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,02

Results

 U values before the retrofit regardless of weather range are analogous to 

◦ 0,11 – 0,07 -  0,04

 After the retrofit they are sharply reduced to analogous to

◦ 0,03 – 0,02  

The reduction of the U value due to the retrofit of the particular shell element is 

safely estimated above 35% extending possibly to 60%
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5. Skelleftea school, SWEDEN, insulating panels EPS-G

Retrofit type: External application of insulating panels (provider: Grupo Puma).

Retrofit works:  Between May and August 2016

 Measurement data

PRE-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

Α207

01.2016 

(days 10-23)

18,83 16,59 2,24

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

18,83  -16  34,83

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,064 
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PRE-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

Α 311

01.2016

(days 10-23)

20,13 18,6 1,53

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

20,13  -16  36,13

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,042 

PRE-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

Α 311

06.2016 

(days 10-23)

20,01 19,66 0,35

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

20,01  12,97  7,04

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,05 

POST-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

Α 311

09.2016 

(days 10-23)

20,59 20,29 0,35

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

20,59  10,65  9,94

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,03 

Results

 U values before the retrofit regardless of weather range are analogous to 

◦ 0,042 – 0,050 -  0,064

 After the retrofit they are sharply reduced to analogous to

◦ 0.30 

The reduction of the U value due to the retrofit of the particular shell element is 

safely estimated above 35% extending possibly to 50%
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6. Hospital Tauli,  SPAIN, insulating panels EPS-G

Retrofit type: Installation of the insulating panels  provided by Grupo Puma

Retrofit works: Between 01.11.2015 and 15.06.2015

Measurement data

PRE-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

08.2015 

(days 17-23)

24,6 22,61 1,99

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

24,6 20,54 4,06

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,49

PRE-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

01.2016 

(days 17-23)

22,61 16,88 5,73

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

22,61 11,49 11,12

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,52
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PRE-RETROFIT [3] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

02.2016 

(days 17-23)

23,25 16,89 6,36

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

23,25 12,26 10,99

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,58

PRE-RETROFIT [4] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

03.2016 

(days 17-23)

23,57 17,97 5,6

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

23,57 12,67 10,9

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,51

POST-RETROFIT [1] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

05.2016 

(days 17-23)

25,05 23,83 1,22

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

25,05 17,63 7,42

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,16

POST-RETROFIT [2] Average indoor temp [1] Average wall temp [2] D1 = [1] - [2]

06.2016 

(days 17-23)

24,13 23,6 0,53

Average indoor temp [1] Average outdoor temp [2] D2 = [1] - [2]

24,13 21,12 3,01

U value  ~  D1/ D2 0,18

Results

 U values before the retrofit regardless of weather range are analogous to 

◦ 0,49 – 0,52 -  0,58 – 0,51

 After the retrofit they are sharply reduced to analogous to
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◦ 0.16 – 0.18 

The reduction of the U value due to the retrofit of the particular shell element is 

safely estimated above 50% extending possibly to 70%
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ANNEX - The dashboard graphs and the data extraction

The graphs below  illustrate how the figures in all tables above are calculated. Two such graphs 

are shown; one for indoor temperature as well as for the wall temperature. These are the 

graphs for the first data set of Terrassa, namely 09.2015 (days 2-8) and are exported from the 

respective WT dashboard available at http://wsn.wirelessthings.biz/terrassa/

The average value of the indoor temperature (25.33) has been inserted in the table

The average value of the wall temperature (24.18) has been inserted in the table
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ANNEX - The technology

Find attached the BASEBOARD, IRSENSE and ENVSENSE data-sheets as well as a compact 

UVA leaflet
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Baseboard

Description

The Baseboard module allows the connection of WT extension boards and/or a range of external 

sensors that produce an output of the following types:

• Digital (pulse)

• Analog (volt, mA)

• UART

The module samples the sensors and transmits the data to the network gateway connected to a 

PC, on which the management software is running and then to the internet WT dashboard 

application. If the distance between the module and the gateway is big, the module will 

automatically seek other, closer modules to send its data. If they are not available, in between 

relaying modules will be necessary.

Features

The module includes a 802.15.4 transceiver on 868MHz and a Msp430 microprocessor. The 

microprocessor runs a firmware for sensor data sampling, data routing as well as control 

operations. The module configuration options (e.g. sampling frequency) are done from the 

management software and transferred wirelessly to the module. The firmware of the module can

be updated either through a USB connection or Over-The-Air (AirFlash).

The module may be combined with any standard WT extension board and/or external sensors.

Both on board and external sensors can be combined and data can be all transmitted via the 

same wireless transceiver. The module can work on batteries (depending on the external 

sensors/extension board connected) or with external power supply. The exact pin connectivity 

for the external sensors is shown below (see Connections).
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Specifications

Name of the Product Baseboard

Brief Description Wireless device for external sensors measurement

Rated Supply voltage (V, Hz, 

A)

2xAA/9V Battery OR external power supply 5-12VDC, 500mA

Weight 12gr (without batteries or extension board)

Size (H x L x W) 31mm X 113.82mm X 63.32mm

Connections VDB, GND, 4xAIN, 3xAUX, 3xDIO

Data transmission distance 500m (open air) – up to 20m (within buildings)

Standards LVD EN 50491-3 & EMC/ RTTE (ETSI 301 489-3, ETSI 301 481-1, EN 50491-5-2)

Operating Temperature +/- 40 Celsius

Operating Humidity 10- 90%

Enclosure plastic available in three colors; transparent blue, gray, black

Connections

a. Extension Board: connection of standard WT extension boards

b. External Sensors: pins for the connection of external sensors are as follows

• GND: connection to GROUND

• A1, A2, A3, A4: analog inputs (with custom resistor dividers) [1]

• XS: configurable connection (see Jumpers Configuration)

• X2, X3: direct connection to the extension board

• D1: Digital I/O – UART Rx

• D2: Digital I/O – UART Tx

• D3: Digital I/O

• VDB: Voltage output  [2]

[1]: Each analog input pass through a resistor divider network depending on the needs of the 

sensor connected. The resistors should be defined by the user and are not included on the board.
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[2]: When 2xAA batteries are installed (2xAA variant), voltage output is connected directly to the 

batteries providing a voltage that depends on the state of charge of the batteries (2.5-3V). When 

a 9V battery is installed (9V variant) or external power supply is connected, voltage output is 

provided through the on-board regulator (3.3V, max 150mA). 

External power supply must be 5-12VDC, min 500mA with 2.1mm diameter pin.

Variants

Two variants of the module are available according to the type of batteries that can be installed: 

2xAA or 9V.

2xAA variant: The module accepts 2xAA batteries. The voltage of the batteries is provided to the 

VDB pin of the external connector.

9V variant: The module accepts a 9V battery. The voltage of the battery is provided to the XS pin 

of the external connector (see Jumpers Configuration). 

Both variants can be connected to an external power supply. The selection of batteries or power 

supply depends on the nature of the extension boards and external sensors. The data sheets of 

the extension boards provide information on this point.

Batteries will last several months; their lifetime is affected by the sampling frequency and the 

nature of the extension board or external sensor.

Jumpers Configuration

On-board jumpers configure various aspects of connections and voltage provided.

JA6 on: firmware controls external power supply/9V connection to XS pin of external connector 

(when JXS12 on) and/or to extension board (when JVX on)

JSI on: external power supply/9V directly connected to XS pin of external connector (when 

JXS12 on) and/or to extension board (when JVX on)

JXS12 on: connects external power supply/9V to XS pin of external connector (when JSI on OR 
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when JA6 on through firmware control)

JXS23 on: XS pin of external connector is connected directly to the extension board

JVX on: connects external power supply/9V to extension board (when JSI on OR when JA6 on 

through firmware control)

JA7 on: allows firmware to measure the voltage level of external power supply/9V (when JSI on 

OR when JA6 on through firmware control)

Coding

Baseboard modules are coded as WT BBxxx yyyzzz

where:

xxx = version of BaseBoard

yyy = type of extension board installed or NEX (no extension board)

zzz = version of extension board or 000 (no extension board)

See relevant extension board datasheet for more information.

Layout

Dimensions in mm.
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Envsense

Description

EnvSense is an extension board fitted onto a Baseboard. It is used for measuring temperature, relative 
humidity and visible light of the space. A Baseboard with an EnvSense extension board can operate on 2xAA
batteries for more than 6 months.

Specifications

Name of the Product Baseboard- Envsense

Brief Description Wireless device for Ambient temperature/humidity/light measurement and
external sensors

Rated Supply voltage (V, Hz, A) 2xAA Battery OR external power supply 5-12VDC, 500mA

Weight  gr

Size (H x L x W) 31mm X 113.82mm X 63.32mm

Connections 12: VOUT (3.3V OR SUPPLY), GND, 4xAIN, 3xAUX, 3xDIO

Max. clock frequency 16MHz

Data transmission distance 500m (open air) to 10- 20m (within buildings)

Standards LVD EN 50491-3
EMC/ RTTE (ETSI 301 489-3, ETSI 301 481-1, EN 50491-5-2)

Operating Temperature - 10 Celsius to 40 Celcius

Enclosure Grey/ Black/ Blue plastic box
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Sensor Performance

Relative humidity

Parameter Typical Units

Resolution 0.05 %RH

Accuracy ±3 %RH

Repeatability ±0.1 %RH

Response time 8 s

Operating range 0 … 100 %RH

Relative humidity

Parameter Typical Units

Resolution 0.01 °C

Accuracy ±0.4 °C

Repeatability ±0.1 °C

Response time 5 … 30 s

Operating range -40 … 123.8 °C

Visible light

Parameter Typical Units

Resolution [1] 1 … 70 lux

Accuracy ±0.5 lux

Repeatability ±0.5 lux

Response time 0.1 ms

Operating range 1 … 28000 lux

Spectral range of sensitivity 475 … 650 nm

Wavelength of max.
photosensitivity

555 nm

Operating temperature range -40 … 100 °C

[1] resolution depends on the incident light intensity (Ev) equivalent to 0.0025*Ev lux with minimum 1 lux

Coding

Baseboard modules with EnvSense extension board are coded as WT BBxxx ENVzzz
where:
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xxx = version of BaseBoard
zzz = version of EnvSense extension board

Layout

Dimensions in mm.
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IRsense

Description

IRSense is an extension board fitted onto a Baseboard. It is used for non-contact/remote object 

temperature measurement. It can also measure the ambient temperature of the space. A Baseboard with 

an IRSense extension board can operate on 2xAA batteries for more than 6 months.

Specifications

Name of the Product IRSENSE

Brief Description Wireless device for remote object temperature measurement

Rated Supply voltage (V, Hz,

A)

2xAA Battery OR external power supply 5-12VDC, 500mA

Weight 12gr (without batteries or extension board)

Size (H x L x W) 31mm X 113.82mm X 63.32mm

Connections VO (3.3V OR SUPPLY), GND, 4xAIN, 3xAUX, 3xDIO

Data transmission distance 500m (open air) – up to 20m (within buildings)

Standards 
LVD EN 50491-3 & EMC/ RTTE (ETSI 301 489-3, ETSI 301 481-1, EN 50491-

5-2)

Operating Temperature +/- 40 Celsius

Operating Humidity 10- 90%

Enclosure plastic available in three colors; transparent blue, gray, black

Operating conditions

Parameter Typical Units
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Object temperature range -40…+200 °C

Ambient temperature range -40…+125 °C

Temperature resolution 0.1 °C

Response time 5 ms

Refresh rate 100 ms

IR transmission 52 %

Operating temperature -40…+125 °C

Field of view

Parameter Limits Units Conditions

Min Typ Max

Optical axis -3,5 0 3,5 degree Sensor view direction

Field of View 6 degree 50% energy points

D:S Ratio 8:1 Distance to spot size

Coding

Temperature Performance

Sensor (Ambient) Temperature [°C]

-40 .. 0 0 .. 50 50 .. 100 100 .. 125

Object

Temperatu

re [°C]

-30 .. 0  ±3°C ±2°C ±3°C ±4°C

Temperatu

re

Accuracy

[°C]

0 .. 60 ±2°C ±1°C ±1.5°C ±2.5°C

60 .. 120 ±3°C ±2°C ±2°C ±3°C

120 .. 180 ±4°C ±2°C ±2.5°C ±3.5°C

180 .. 200 ±5°C ±3°C ±3°C ±4°C

Coding

Baseboard modules with IRsense extension board are coded as WT BBxxx IRTzzz

where:

xxx = version of BaseBoard

zzz = version of IRSense extension board
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Layout

Dimensions in mm.
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